
Week #2 - #MarriageGoals
NOTE:  When we look at marriage goals, we CANNOT look at modern day marriage examples for our 
standard.  We have to go back to the Creator of marriage to determine what He had in mind.

Genesis 1:27, 27, 31 (NLT) 
So God created human beings in his own image.  In the image of God he created them; male and female he 
created them.  28 Then God blessed them and said, Be fruitful and multiply.  Fill the earth and govern it.  
Reign over the fish in the sea, the birds in the sky, and all the animals that scurry along the ground.  31 Then 
God looked over ALL he had made, and he saw that it was VERY GOOD…

• 3 ways a marriage can unfold:  Happily Ever After, Enough is Enough, or Miserably Bear Through It
• Marriage can be (should be) VERY GOOD when we choose to do it God’s way.

Malachi 2:13 – 16 (GNT) 
• Recognize that marriage is not merely a covenant between a Man and a Woman.  It is a covenant 

between a Man, a Woman, and GOD.
• QUOTE (George Davis):  So many couples invite God to the wedding & then leave Him at the altar.

4 Marriage Goals
• Grow in Communication
• Amos 3:3 (NLT) – Can two people walk together without agreeing on the direction?  
• Communication is not only WHAT we say.  It is HOW we say it and WHEN we choose to say it.
• Proverbs 15:1 (NLT) – A gentle answer deflects anger, but harsh words make tempers flare.
• QUOTE (George Davis):  Learn to hear and speak from your HEART…not your HURT.

• Grow in Intimacy
• The ultimate Marriage Goal is to grow to a place of true intimacy.
• Intimacy – the willingness to open up and become transparent with another person; to share faults, 

dreams, desires, and feelings in a free and flowing relationship; nothing is hidden or restrained in a 
truly intimate relationship; there is NO shame; there is NO fear; there is NO embarrassment.

• Genesis 2:24, 25 (GNT) – That is why a man leaves his father and mother and is united with his wife, 
and they BECOME ONE.  25 The man and the woman were both naked, but they were not 
embarrassed.

• Home is supposed to be a place of safety and refuge for the whole family.  Home is never supposed to 
be a place of pain, embarrassment, ridicule, fear, or shame.

• Grow Together
• Remember that it was God who said, “It’s not good for man to be ALONE!!”
• God’s marriage goals do not include us being married and NOT TOGETHER.
• So many couples start off in love and gradually drift apart.
• Genesis 2:24 (NKJV) – Therefore, a man shall leave his father and mother and be joined to his wife, 

and they shall become ONE FLESH.

• Grow in Grace
• Ephesians 4:29, 31 (NLT) – Don’t use foul or abusive language. Let everything you say be good and 

helpful, so that your words will be an encouragement to those who hear them. 31 Get rid of ALL 



bitterness, rage, anger, harsh words, and slander, as well as all types of evil behavior.  32 Instead, be 
kind to each other, tenderhearted, forgiving one another, just as God through Christ has forgiven you.

• Translation:  Learn to give your spouse the break that you expect them to give to you.
• Learn to make no deal out of little deals and medium deals out of big deals.  We all NEED GRACE!!


